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Abstract—In a series of recent papers, Prof. Olariu and his3
co-workers have promoted the vision of vehicular clouds (VCs),4
a nontrivial extension, along several dimensions, of conventional5
cloud computing. In a VC, underutilized vehicular resources in-6
cluding computing power, storage, and Internet connectivity can7
be shared between drivers or rented out over the Internet to8
various customers. Clearly, if the VC concept is to see a wide9
adoption and to have significant societal impact, security and10
privacy issues need to be addressed. The main contribution of this11
work is to identify and analyze a number of security challenges12
and potential privacy threats in VCs. Although security issues have13
received attention in cloud computing and vehicular networks, we14
identify security challenges that are specific to VCs, e.g., challenges15
of authentication of high-mobility vehicles, scalability and single16
interface, tangled identities and locations, and the complexity of17
establishing trust relationships among multiple players caused by18
intermittent short-range communications. Additionally, we pro-19
vide a security scheme that addresses several of the challenges20
discussed.21

Index Terms—Challenge analysis, cloud computing, privacy,22
security, vehicular cloud.23

I. INTRODUCTION24

IN AN effort to help their vehicles compete in the market-25

place, car and truck manufacturers are offering increasingly26

more potent onboard devices, including powerful computers,27

a large array of sensors, radar devices, cameras, and wireless28

transceivers. These devices cater to a set of customers that29

expect their vehicles to provide seamless extension of their30

home environment populated by sophisticated entertainment31

centers, access to Internet, and other similar wants and needs.32

Powerful onboard devices support new applications, including33

location-specific services, online gaming, and various forms of34

mobile infotainment [4].35

In spite of the phenomenal growth of third-party applications36

catering to the driving public, it has been recently noticed37

that, most of the time, the huge array of onboard capabili-38

ties are chronically underutilized. In a series of recent papers39

[1]–[3], Olariu and his co-workers have put forth the vision of40

vehicular clouds (VCs), a nontrivial extension of conventional41
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Fig. 1. Illustrating a security issue in VCs.

cloud computing, intended to harness the excess capabilities 42

in our vehicles. Vehicles and roadside infrastructure with idle 43

sophisticated onboard devices for long periods of time can be 44

recruited to form a VC. A VC can be formed on-the-fly by 45

dynamically integrating resources and collecting information. 46

Vehicles can access the cloud and obtain, at the right time and 47

the right place, all the needed resources and applications that 48

they need or want. 49

Obviously, security and privacy issues need to be addressed if 50

the VC concept is to be widely adopted. Conventional networks 51

attempt to prevent attackers from entering a system. However, 52

in VC, all the users, including the attackers, are equal. The 53

attackers and their targets may be physically colocated on one 54

machine. The attackers can utilize system loopholes to reach 55

their goals, such as obtaining confidential information and 56

tampering with the integrity of information and the availability 57

of resources. Fig. 1 shows one possible example of tampering 58

with the integrity of information in the case of a road accident. 59

Imagine that an accident has occurred at an intersection, and 60

the accident will be reported to the VC. The driver liable for the 61

accident can invade the VC and modify the accident record. 62

Later, when the law enforcement or the vehicle insurance 63

company query the accident, they cannot link the accident to 64

the driver who caused it. 65

Superficially, the security issues encountered in VCs may 66

look deceivingly similar to those experienced in other networks. 67

However, a more careful analysis reveals that many of the 68

classic security challenges are exacerbated by the characteristic 69

features of VCs to the point where they can be construed as 70

VC-specific. For example, the high mobility of vehicles is apt to 71

cause significant challenges related to managing authentication, 72

authorization, and accountability since the vehicles commu- 73

nicate through short-range dedicated short-range communica- 74

tions (DSRC) transceivers [5]. Vehicular mobility and tangled 75

identities and locations also cause significant challenges of 76
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privacy [6]. Employing pseudonyms [7] is a common solution,77

but the high mobility makes the task of updating pseudonyms78

quite difficult.79

The two main contributions of this work are to identify and80

analyze security challenges and privacy threats that are VC81

specific and to propose a reasonable security framework that82

addresses some of the VC challenges identified in this paper.83

II. STATE OF THE ART84

The security challenges in VC are a new, exciting, and85

unexplored topic. Vehicles will be autonomously pooled to86

create a cloud that can provide services to authorized users.87

This cloud can provide real-time services, such as mobile88

analytic laboratories, intelligent transportation systems, smart89

cities, and smart electric power grids. Vehicles will share the90

capability of computing power, Internet access, and storage to91

form conventional clouds. These researchers have only focused92

on providing a framework for VC computing, but as already93

mentioned, the issue of security and privacy has not yet been94

addressed in the literature. As pointed out by Hasan [8], cloud95

security becomes one of the major barriers of a widespread96

adoption of conventional cloud services. Extrapolating from the97

conclusions of [8], we anticipate that the same problems will be98

present in VCs.99

Recently, vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) security and100

privacy have been addressed by a large number of papers.101

Yan et al. [9], [10] proposed active and passive location security102

algorithms. Radar can be employed as a “virtual eye,” and103

onboard radar can detect the location of vehicles. Public Key104

Infrastructure (PKI) and digital signature-based methods have105

been well explored in VANETs [11]. A certificate authority106

(CA) generates public and private keys for nodes. The purpose107

of digital signature is to validate and authenticate the sender.108

The purpose of encryption is to disclose the content of messages109

only to entitled users. PKI is a method that is well suited for se-110

curity purposes, particularly for roadside infrastructure. GeoEn-111

crypt in VANETs has been proposed by Yan et al. [12]. Their112

idea is to use the geographic location of a vehicle to generate113

a secret key. Messages are encrypted with the secret key, and114

the encoded texts are sent to receiving vehicles. The receiving115

vehicles must be physically present in a certain geographic116

region specified by the sender to be able to decrypt the message.117

Recently, some attention has been devoted to the general se-118

curity problem in clouds, although not associated with vehicular119

networks [13]. The simple solution is to restrict access to the120

cloud hardware facilities. This can minimize risks from insiders121

[14]. Santos et al. [15] proposed a new platform to achieve trust122

in conventional clouds. A trust coordinator maintained by an123

external third party is imported to validate the entrusted cloud124

manager, which makes a set of virtual machines (VMs) such as125

Amazon’s E2C (i.e., Infrastructure as a Service, IaaS) available126

to users. Garfinkel et al. [16] proposed a solution to prevent the127

owner of a physical host from accessing and interfering with128

the services on the host. Berger et al. [17] and Murray et al.129

[18] adopted a similar solution. When a VM boots up, system130

information such as the basic input output system (BIOS), sys-131

tem programs, and all the service applications is recorded, and132

a hash value is generated and transmitted to a third-party Trust 133

Center. For every period of time, the system will collect system 134

information of the BIOS, system programs, and all the service 135

applications and transmit the hash value of system information 136

to the third-party Trust Center. The Trust Center can evaluate 137

the trust value of the cloud. Krautheim [19] also proposed 138

a third party to share the responsibility of security in cloud 139

computing between the service provider and client, decreasing 140

the risk exposure to both. Jensen et al. [20] stated technical 141

security issues of using cloud services on the Internet access. 142

Wang et al. [21], [22] proposed public-key-based homomorphic 143

authenticator and random masking to secure cloud data and 144

preserve privacy of public cloud data. The bilinear aggregate 145

signature has been extended to simultaneously audit multiple 146

users. Ristenpart et al. [23] presented experiments of locating 147

co-residence of other users in cloud VMs. 148

III. VEHICULAR CLOUDS: PARADIGM SHIFT 149

A. Conceptual Overview 150

1) Cloud Computing: In recent years, cloud computing and 151

its myriad applications that promise to change the way we think 152

about computing and data storage have received a huge amount 153

of attention. Cloud users do not need to install expensive hard- 154

ware and software on their local machine. They can subscribe 155

and use both hardware and software as a service when they 156

want to use it. In addition, fees are charged based on the usage 157

of the service. The users can access these services through 158

Internet browsers, and no expensive client terminals are needed. 159

Service providers can make good use of excess capabilities on 160

the server side including processors, storage, and sensors that 161

can be used to provide services to clients. 162

2) VANET: In VANETs, the vehicles communicate with 163

each other and/or with the roadside infrastructure using the 164

Federal Communications Commission-mandated DSRC [24], 165

restricting the transmission range to 300–1000 m. There are 166

two types of VANET networks: the zero-infrastructure and the 167

infrastructure-based VANET. The zero-infrastructure VANET 168

is created on-the-fly. There are many challenging security and 169

privacy problems because no infrastructure is used for authenti- 170

cation and authorization. The infrastructure-based VANET can 171

be formed based on the roadside infrastructure. The infrastruc- 172

ture can act as wireless access points for authentication and 173

authorization purposes. By the same token, the vehicles can use 174

the infrastructure to report events and to exchange information. 175

3) VCs: Similar to VANETs, there are two types of VCs. 176

In the first type called Infrastructure-based VC, drivers will 177

be able to access services by network communications in- 178

volving the roadside infrastructure. In the second type called 179

Autonomous VC (AVC) [2], vehicles can be organized on-the- 180

fly to form VC in support of emergencies and other ad hoc 181

events. 182

VCs provide services at three levels, i.e., application, plat- 183

form, and infrastructure. Service providers use the levels dif- 184

ferently based on what and how the services are offered. The 185

fundamental level is called Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), 186

where infrastructure such as computing, storage, sensing, 187
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communicating devices, and software are created as VMs. The188

next level is Platform as a Service (PaaS), where components189

and services (such as httpd, ftpd, and email server) are provided190

and configured as a service. The top level is called Software as191

a Service (SaaS), where applications are provided in a “pay-as-192

you-go” fashion.193

VCs provide a cost-efficient way to offer comprehensive194

services. For example, a cheaper vehicle with network access195

can access a VM with strong computation, communication,196

sensing capability, and large storage. Many applications such as197

traffic news, road conditions, or intelligent navigation systems198

can be provided by a VM [25].199

B. Potential Applications of VC Computing200

In this section, we review several possible applications201

of VCs.202

1) Vehicle maintenance: Vehicles receive software updates203

from cloud whenever vehicle manufacturers upload a new204

version of software.205

2) Traffic management: Drivers can receive traffic status206

reports (e.g., congestion) from VCs.207

3) Road condition sharing: Road conditions such as flood-208

ing areas and black ice on the roadway can be shared209

in VCs. Drivers will be alerted if there are serious road210

conditions.211

4) Accident alerts at intersections: Under demanding driv-212

ing conditions such as fog, heavy storm, snow, and213

black ice, drivers can order this service to alert them of214

possible accidents at intersections. Infrastructure, e.g., a215

tall building, can include high-precision radar to detect216

car accidents. This infrastructure will cover the whole217

intersection and frequently scan the intersection. An in-218

telligent algorithm will be applied to each scan result to219

predict the possibility of accidents.220

5) Safety applications: Applications related to life-critical221

scenarios such as collision avoidance and adaptive cruise222

control require strong security protection, even from sur-223

rounding environmental security threats.224

6) Intelligent parking management: Vehicles will be able225

to book a parking spot using the VC. All the parking226

information will be available on clouds without central227

control. Requests from different physical places can be228

transferred to the most desired parking lots.229

7) Planned evacuations: In some disasters such as a hurri-230

canes and tsunamis, VCs will be instrumental in orga-231

nized evacuations.232

IV. ANALYZING SECURITY IN A VEHICULAR CLOUD233

In this section, we introduce a set of security analyses that234

are specially associated with VCs.235

A. Security and Privacy Attacks in VC236

1) Attacker Model: Traditional security systems are often237

designed to prevent attackers from entering the system. How-238

ever, security systems in the VC have a much harder time239

keeping attackers at bay, because multiple service users with 240

high mobility can share the same physical infrastructure. In 241

the VC environment, an attacker can equally share the same 242

physical machine/infrastructure as their targets, although both 243

of them are assigned to different VMs. To this point, attackers 244

can have more advantages than the attackers on traditional 245

systems. In addition, the attackers are physically moving from 246

place to place as vehicles are mobile nodes. It is much harder to 247

locate the attackers. 248

The main targets of an attacker are given as follows: 249

1) confidentiality, such as identities of other users, valuable 250

data and documents stored on the VC, and the location of 251

the VMs, where the target’s services are executing; 252

2) integrity, such as valuable data and documents stored on 253

the VC, executable code, and result on the VC; 254

3) availability, such as physical machines and resources, 255

privileges, services, and applications. 256

One possible form of attack is given below: 257

1) Find the geographic location of the target vehicle and 258

physically move close the target machine; 259

2) Narrow down the possible areas where the target user’s 260

services are executing by mapping the topology of VC; 261

3) Launch multiple experimental accesses to the cloud, and 262

find out if the target user is currently on the same VM; 263

4) Request the services on the same VM where the target 264

user is on; 265

5) Use system leakage to obtain higher privilege to collect 266

the assets [23]. 267

Due to the features of the VC, there are several challenges 268

for attackers as well. High mobility of vehicles is like a 269

double-edged sword. It makes it hard for attackers to harm 270

a specific target vehicle. First, the vehicle’s access of each 271

virtual machine can be transitory as vehicles constantly move 272

from one district to another one, if each district is associated 273

with a virtual machine. Additionally, attackers need to locate 274

on which machine/infrastructure a specific target is located 275

because all users in the VC are distributed on virtual machines. 276

However, it is possible to locate the co-residence of other users. 277

Experiments have been done to catch and compare the memory 278

of processors, and users can find co-residence in the same 279

physical machine [23]. Third, the attackers must be physically 280

co-located with the target user on the same physical machines. 281

This will require attackers to be physically present at the 282

same region with the target vehicles or shadow with the target 283

vehicles at the same speed. These challenges make attacking 284

extremely difficult because coexistence is hard to achieve and 285

is temporary. Finally, the attackers have to collect valuable 286

information with certain privileges or with security tokens. 287

2) Threats: The threats in the VC can be classified using 288

STRIDE [26]: a system developed by Microsoft for classifying 289

computer security threats. The threat categories are given here. 290

1) Spoofing user identity: The attackers pretend to be an- 291

other user to obtain data and illegitimate advantages. 292

One classic example is the “man-in-the-middle attack,” 293

in which the attackers pretend to be Bob when com- 294

municating with Alice and pretend to be Alice when 295
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communicating with Bob. Both Alice and Bob will send296

decryptable messages to the attackers.297

2) Tampering: The attackers alter data and modify and forge298

information.299

3) Repudiation: The attackers manipulate or forge the iden-300

tification of new data, actions, and operations.301

4) Information disclosure: The attackers uncover personally302

identifiable information such as identities, medical, legal-303

ity, finance, political, residence and geographic records,304

biological traits, and ethnicity.305

5) Denial of Service: The attackers mount attacks that con-306

sume system resources and make the resources unavail-307

able to the intended users.308

6) Elevation of privilege: The attackers exploit a bug, system309

leakage, design flaw, or configuration mistake in an oper-310

ating system or software application to obtain elevated311

access privilege to protected resources or data that are312

normally protected from normal users.313

B. Authentication of High-Mobility Nodes314

Security authentication in the VC includes verifying user315

identity and message integrity. To conduct authentication, there316

are some metrics that can be adopted [27].317

1) Ownership: A user owns some unique identity (e.g.,318

identity card, security token, and software token).319

2) Knowledge: A user knows some unique things [e.g.,320

passwords, personal identification number and human321

challenge response (i.e., security questions)].322

3) Biometrics: These include the signature, face, voice, and323

fingerprint.324

However, it is challenging to authenticate vehicles due to325

high mobility. First, high mobility makes it hard to authen-326

ticate messages with a location context. For example, acci-327

dent alert message associated with locations and events at328

a specified time are hard to verify because the locations of329

vehicles are constantly changing. Second, high mobility and330

a short transmission range may result in the recipient being331

out of reach. It is likely that a vehicle at the border of access332

point can change its access point when the authentication333

message is transmitted back. Third, the security token (secu-334

rity key pairs) is hard update. Some vehicles can even park335

for years without starting a single time. These situations will336

make the updating tasks of the security token significantly337

difficult.338

In addition, it is challenging to authenticate a vehicle’s or339

driver’s identity in the VC. To protect privacy, these identities340

are often replaced by pseudonyms. The authentication of iden-341

tity can be complex and makes Sybil attacks possible [28].342

C. Establishing Trust Relationships343

Trust is one of the key factors in any secure system. A trust344

relationship can exist in several ways. The network service345

providers and the vehicle drivers have access to trust. There will346

be a large number of government agents, e.g., the Department347

of Motor Vehicles (DMV) and the Bureau of Motor Vehicles348

(BMV) are trusted organizations. The relationship between the349

BMV and vehicle drivers is identity uniqueness and legitimacy.350

Fig. 2. Vehicles often communicate through multihop routing. A request
response will include multiple participants, including users, infrastructure,
servers, platform, application, and key generator and privacy agent.

However, the large population of vehicles creates challenges to 351

building trust relationships to all the vehicles at any time. There 352

will be occasional exceptions. In addition, drivers are increas- 353

ingly concerned about their privacy. Tracking vehicles/drivers 354

will cause worries in most cases. As a result, pseudonyms 355

are often applied to vehicles. On the other hand, a certain 356

level of trust of identity is needed. Some applications such as 357

accident reliability investigation by law enforcement or insur- 358

ance companies require the driver’s identity to be responsible 359

for accidents. Therefore, we assume that a low level of trust 360

relationship exists in VANETs. To obtain a high-level trust 361

relationship, the security scheme discussed in Section IV needs 362

to be executed. 363

In VCs, it is far more challenging to build trust relationships 364

than in vehicular networks and conventional cloud computing. 365

Fig. 2 shows an example of multiple participants in a VC. The 366

VC is often based on DSRC. Many applications need multi- 367

hop routing, with multiple nodes involved in communication. 368

Therefore, the VC has inherited the challenge of establishing 369

trust relationships among multiple vehicles, roadside infrastruc- 370

ture, service providers, network channels, and even the secret 371

key generator. 372

In this paper, we assume that the VC cloud infrastructure is 373

trusted, the VC service providers are trusted, the vast majority 374

of VC users are trustworthy, and the attackers have the same 375

privileges as normal users. 376

D. Location Validation and Pseudonymization 377

Most, if not all, VC applications rely on accurate location 378

information. Therefore, location information must be validated. 379

There are two approaches to validate location information: 380

active and passive. Vehicles or infrastructure with radar (or 381

camera, etc.) can perform active location validation. Radar 382

input can be used to validate location information. Vehicles 383

or infrastructure without radar, or in a situation where radar 384

detection is not possible, can validate location information by 385

applying statistical methods [9], [29]. 386
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A vehicle’s identity is often tangled with owner’s identity.387

Because of legal and insurance issues, a vehicle’s unique388

identity (such as vehicle identity number, Internet Protocol389

address, and hostname) is often linked to the owner’s identity.390

Therefore, tracking a vehicle can often invade its owner’s391

privacy. To protect privacy, one can replace vehicular identity392

by a pseudonym. The real identity can only be discovered393

by the Pseudonymization Service Center, which is a secured394

and trusted entity. The pseudonym is subject to timeout. After395

expiration, a new pseudonym will be assigned. Digital license396

plates (DLPs) or electronic license plates, which are a wireless397

device periodically broadcasting a unique identity string, have398

been proposed. Temporary public keys as DLPs can protect399

privacy and can be broadcast [11].400

E. Scalability401

Security schemes for VCs must be scalable to handle a402

dynamically changing number of vehicles. Security schemes403

must handle not only regular traffic but special traffic as well,404

e.g., the large volume of traffic caused by special events (e.g.,405

football games, air shows, etc.)406

The dynamics of traffic produces dynamic demands on se-407

curity. For example, imagine a downtown area with several408

supermarkets and stores that take orders from vehicles in traffic,409

complete with credit card information. To protect credit card410

information, comprehensive cryptographic algorithms must be411

applied. However, the comprehensive algorithms decrease the412

efficiency of communication response time. Therefore, better413

algorithms and, perhaps, less comprehensive security schemes414

are needed to speed up the response time.415

F. Single-User Interface416

Single-user access interface is another challenge to VCs.417

When the number of service accesses in a cloud increases,418

the number of VMs that provide the service will increase419

to guarantee quality of service. More VMs will be created420

and assigned. With the increase in VMs, security concerns421

grow as well. When the number of service accesses decreases,422

the number of VMs that provide the service will decrease to423

improve resource utilization. Some VMs will be destroyed and424

recycled. These procedures are transparent to vehicles. Vehicles425

only see one access interface and do not need to know the426

changing of VMs. To achieve scalability, a simple solution is427

to clone and expand the service in a different cloud. However, a428

single interface obviously makes scalability even more difficult.429

G. Heterogeneous Network Nodes430

Conventional cloud computing and fixed networks often have431

homogeneous end users. As it turns out, vehicles have a large432

array of (sometimes) vastly different onboard devices. Some433

high-end vehicles have several advanced devices, including434

a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, one or more435

wireless transceivers, and onboard radar devices. In contrast,436

some economy models have only a wireless transceiver. Some437

other vehicles have different combinations of GPS receivers,438

wireless transceivers, and radar. Different vehicle models have 439

different device capabilities such as speed of processor, volume 440

of memory, and storage. These heterogeneous vehicles as net- 441

work nodes create difficulties to adapting security strategies. 442

For example, PKI encryption and decryption algorithms will 443

require vehicles to meet certain hardware conditions. 444

H. VC Messages 445

1) Safety Messages: The initial motivation of VANET was 446

the dissemination of traffic safety messages. Based on the 447

emergency level, there are three types of safety messages. 448

1) Level one: public traffic condition information. Vehicles 449

exchange traffic information (e.g., traffic jam) that indi- 450

rectly affects other vehicles’ safety, e.g., a traffic jam in- 451

creases the likelihood of accidents. This type of message 452

is not sensitive to communication delay, but privacy needs 453

to be protected. 454

2) Level two: cooperative safety messages. Vehicles ex- 455

change messages in cooperative accident avoidance ap- 456

plications. These messages are often time critical, and 457

privacy needs to be protected. 458

3) Level three: liability messages. After accidents happen, 459

there will be liability messages generated by law en- 460

forcement authorities. These messages contain important 461

evidence for liability claims and are bonded by a certain 462

time range. Privacy information is naturally protected. 463

A common format of safety messages is timestamp, ge- 464

ographic location, speed, percentage of speed change since 465

the last message, direction, acceleration, and percentage of 466

acceleration change since last message. The safety message 467

will append information such as public traffic condition and 468

accidents. The appended message can help determine liability. 469

Driver identity information is not necessary to be part of the 470

safety message. Pseudonyms can be applied to protect the 471

driver’s identity. The signature of the safety message can be 472

described as follows: Following the ElGamal signature scheme 473

[30], we define three parameters. 474

1) H: a collision-free hash function; 475

2) p: a large prime number that will ensure that computing 476

discrete logarithms modulo p is very difficult; 477

3) g < p: a randomly chosen generator out of a multiplica- 478

tive group of integers modulo p. 479

Each vehicle has long-term PKI public/private key pairs: 480

• private key: S; 481

• public key: 〈g, p, T 〉, where T = gS mod p. 482

It should be noted that a message m can be combined as 483

m|T , where T is the timestamp. The timestamp can ensure the 484

freshness of the message. For each message m to be signed, 485

three steps are followed. 486

1) Generate a per-message public/private key pair of Sm 487

(private) and Tm = gSm mod p (public). 488

2) Compute the message digest dm = H(m|Tm) and the 489

message signature X = Sm + dmS mod (p− 1), where 490

mod is the modulo operation and | is the concatenation 491

operator. 492

3) Send m, Tm, and X . 493
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To verify the message, three steps are followed.494

1) Compute the message digest dm = H(m|Tm).495

2) Compute Y1 = gX and Y2 = TmT dm .496

3) Compare Y1 = Y2. If Y1 = Y2, then the signature is497

correct.498

The reason is499

Y1=gX =gSm+dmS=gSmgdmS=TmgSdm =TmT dm =Y 2.

2) Confidential Messages: To ensure the confidentiality of500

a sensitive message, the message will be both signed and501

encrypted. Suppose that vehicle A sends a sensitive message m502

to vehicle B. Each vehicle has its own PKI public/private key503

pairs. Thinking of the overhead of PKI processing time, we can504

adapt a symmetric encryption algorithm. However, to exchange505

a secret key, we still need to use PKI support. The handshake of506

exchanging the secret key is defined as follows:507

A → B : B|K|TpubB
, SigB|K|TpriA

where A and B are the identities of vehicles A and B, respec-508

tively; K is the secret key shared by A and B; m is the sensitive509

message; T is the timestamp; pubB is the public key of B; and510

priA is the private key of A.511

Once A and B both know the secret key K, they can512

communicate by using a well-known message authentication513

code (MAC or HMAC). Hashing the sensitive message is done514

as follows:515

A ↔ B : m,MACKm.

There are potential problems with this approach. As a draw-516

back of symmetric encryption, nonrepudiation (i.e., integrity517

and origin of data) cannot be ensured, although the likelihood518

of data being surreptitiously changed is extremely low. This519

is a compromise solution between efficiency and security. To520

achieve a higher level of security for sensitive messages, one521

can apply active security mechanisms [9] or adopt PKI en-522

cryption at the cost of losing a certain amount of efficiency. In523

multihop networks, the key handshake in this scheme does not524

scale well in zero-infrastructure VANET, but it can scale well525

with the aid of roadside infrastructure.526

I. Key Management527

1) Key Assignment and Rekeying: In VANETs, some or-528

ganizations can serve as CAs: governmental transportation529

authorities, vehicle manufacturers, or nonprofit organizations.530

Initially, a vehicle will receive a key pair from the manu-531

facturer or some governmental authority. Key assignment is532

on the basis of a unique ID with a certain expiration time.533

Upon expiration, the key pair has to be renewed at the local534

DMV/BMV. The renewal/expiration period can be the same535

period of vehicular state inspection, e.g., mandatory annual536

state inspection in many U.S. states.537

2) Key Verification: To verify key pairs, we assume that538

every vehicle trusts CAs and that CAs are tamper-proof. Key539

validation can be done at the CAs or sub-CAs. Let pubi of540

vehicle i be the public key issued by a CA j, i.e., CAj . Vehicle 541

i will have a certificate certi[pubi] assigned by CAj when CAj 542

assigns the public key. The process of validating public key will 543

compute the following certificate at CAj : 544

certi[pubi] = pubi|sigpriCAj
(pubi|IDCAj

)

where priCAj
is the private key of CAj , and IDCAj

is the iden- 545

tity of CAj . The idea is to sign the special message pubi|IDCAj
546

using the private key of CAj . The digital signature algorithm 547

has been discussed in Section IV-H1. 548

3) Key Revocation: Key revocation is an important and ef- 549

fective way to prevent attacks. There are certain cases when 550

key pairs will be exposed to attackers. It is obvious that an 551

exposed key pair needs to be disabled. One of the advantages 552

of PKI is that PKI can revoke a key pair. Vehicles will be 553

aware that the exposed key pair has been revoked and refuse 554

to communicate with vehicles with invalid key pairs. PKI uses 555

certificate revocation lists (CRLs) to revoke keys. CRLs include 556

a list of the most recently revoked certificates and are instantly 557

distributed to vehicles. In VANETs, the infrastructure can serve 558

as CRL distributors. 559

The CAs can revoke key pairs by using onboard tamper- 560

proof devices. Suppose that CAs want to revoke the key pairs 561

of vehicle V . CAs will send out the revoke message signed by 562

public key of V to the tamper-proof devices. After receiving 563

this revoking message, the tamper-proof device will validate 564

the message and revoke the key pairs. The tamper-proof device 565

will also send back an ACK to the CA to confirm the operation. 566

To improve communication between V and CA, the vehicle’s 567

location is retrieved to select the closest CA. If the latest 568

vehicle location failed to be retrieved, the last location will be 569

used to select the closest CA. In this case, the CA will use a 570

broadcasting message to revoke the key pairs. The broadcasting 571

message can be sent out by using several media such as FM, 572

Internet, and satellite. 573

To avoid attackers reporting other vehicles to CA to revoke 574

the key pairs of other vehicles, revocation will be triggered by 575

a certain number of neighboring vehicles. There is another risk 576

that attackers can launch planned attacks. For example, several 577

attackers can surround a well-behaved vehicle and report the 578

well-behaved vehicle as a misbehaving vehicle. Prevention of 579

this risk is very challenging. Due to the dynamics of traffic, it 580

is costly to launch such an attack. One possible solution is to 581

build behavior history records and credit the past behavior into 582

values, just like the bank credit system. A similar solution has 583

been discussed as Map History [9]. 584

V. RESEARCH APPROACH 585

In this section, we offer a first attempt to addressing several 586

of the challenges previously discussed. We begin by describ- 587

ing the two VC models, i.e., infrastructure- and ad-hoc-based 588

models. We then demonstrate algorithms to enhance authenti- 589

cation of high-mobility vehicles, configure customized security 590

schemes, and improve scalability of security schemes. 591
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Fig. 3. Downtown area partitioned into cells, each mapped to a virtual
machine.

A. The Cloud Model592

The cloud in this proposal is associated with a number of593

grids. A city or a traffic area is partitioned into grids. The grid594

size is predefined, e.g., 700 m2 and with two GPS coordinates.595

The grid of a city is shown in Fig. 3. Each cell is associated596

with a virtual machine in the cloud. The virtual machine can597

dynamically request resources from cloud. For example, when598

the grid is congested, the corresponding virtual machine will re-599

quest more communicating, storage, and computing resources.600

The cloud will be able to borrow these resources from the idle601

virtual machine, which is associated with sparse traffic grid.602

Therefore, the traffic of the whole city can be mapped to the603

cloud.604

This cloud model provides high capability in customizing605

cloud services and the security scheme. For example, a down-606

town area is often queried about vacant parking spots and607

congestion status. The corresponding virtual machine can be608

specially configured and optimized in the smart parking and609

congestion control services. At a busy intersection, a collision-610

warning service can be specialized and optimized in the vir-611

tual machine. A possible solution is to collect and sort all612

the vehicles’ mobility information at the intersection. When613

vehicles are too close to each other by considering the headway614

distance and relative speed, the vehicles will receive an alarm615

from the cloud. Even cheaper cars that have no radar cruise616

control system can get benefits from the cloud collision warning617

system.618

What distinguishes vehicles from standard nodes in a con-619

ventional cloud is autonomy and mobility. Indeed, large num-620

bers of vehicles spend substantial time on the road and may621

Fig. 4. Vehicle node in a cell can communicate with a virtual machine that is
responsible for the cell.

Fig. 5. Vehicle node image is located on each individual vehicle.

be involved in dynamically changing situations; we argue that, 622

in such situations, the vehicles have the potential to cooper- 623

atively solve problems that would take a centralized system 624

an inordinate amount of time, rendering the solution useless 625

[2]. Vehicles automatically form a cloud by connecting vir- 626

tual cells, which can be a group of vehicles. Each virtual 627

cell is associated with a virtual machine in which vehicles 628

rent or contribute their spare computing, storage, and sensing 629

resource. The group of vehicles moves at almost the same 630

speed. Since vehicles are cloud constructors and cloud users, 631

all vehicles inside a cell can directly receive packets from each 632

other. A cell leader can be elected to communicate with other 633

clouds [9]. 634

1) Virtual Machines of VCs: This objective concerns how a 635

cloud is formed and how the service can be provided. We first 636

consider the basic modules of the VC and then introduce the 637

process of a service request and response. 638

The communication between a vehicle and the cloud is 639

through a unique entry. The cloud provides a single system 640

image to each individual virtual machine shown as Fig. 4. Each 641

vehicle has a node image, which includes hardware drivers, 642

operating system image, security system, and applications, as 643

shown in Fig. 5. When the applications of the vehicle send 644

a request to the cloud, the request will be forwarded to the 645

operating system and, then, the hardware (network driver). The 646

request will be sent by the wireless network and received by 647

the cloud single system image. The allocator of the cloud will 648

locate which virtual machine should be responsible for the 649

request and forward the request to the virtual machine. If the 650

request needs to access other virtual machines, e.g., to check 651

the traffic congestion status of a city in a remote state, the 652

virtual machine can communicate with other virtual machines 653

as well. 654
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Fig. 6. Cloud provides a single system image and is composed by a number
of virtual machines.

Fig. 7. Single virtual machine located in the cloud.

The VC is a single system image composed of a number of655

virtual machines. A single image can be created by a layer656

of middleware between the hardware manager system and a657

number of virtual machines, as shown in Fig. 6. The middle-658

ware is a cloud operating system and a platform to allocate659

a large number of virtual machines. Each virtual machine is660

composed of virtual hardware, virtual operating system image,661

virtual operating system platform, virtual security system, and662

virtual services, as shown in Fig. 7. The virtual hardware is663

composed of several real computers that virtually act as real664

hardware and provide the interface of the hardware. The virtual665

operating system image can be any current operating system,666

such as Linux/Unix or Windows. The virtual operating system667

platform includes not only the operating system but system668

applications such as web server and databases. The virtual669

security system is a set of complete security solutions, including670

hardware and software. The customized security protocols can671

be configured and replaced in this module. The virtual services672

are actual services that are configured for the related traffic673

area/grid.674

B. Securing VCs675

1) Trust Relationship: For infrastructure-based VC, trust676

relationships can be built by infrastructures that are constructed677

by authorities such as BMV/DMV or other transportation agen-678

cies. Infrastructure will be authenticated and assigned with679

security key pairs. Infrastructure stores the key pairs in tamper-680

proof devices. As shown in Fig. 2, vehicles communicate with681

Fig. 8. Trust relationship in AVCs can be built on the basis of a group of
vehicles. The behavior of a vehicle can be monitored by all members.

Fig. 9. Geographic location-based security mechanism. The shaded square is
the naval base. Only the vehicles in the shaded rectangle region (i.e., vehicle g
can decrypt and access the received ciphertext sent by vehicle a).

infrastructure as access point to the VC. The infrastructure is 682

sufficiently capable to handle large numbers of accesses in its 683

transmission range. The scalability of trust relationships can be 684

achieved because the infrastructure is connected to each other 685

by fixed networks. 686

For AVCs, trust relationships can be built as well. A cell 687

leader can be elected to represent the members in the cell to 688

communicate with other cells. For security reasons, the cell 689

leader is monitored by its neighbors. When the leader sends 690

and receives aggregated position packets, all the members in 691

the cell will compare the positions in the packets based on their 692

knowledge. By remaining silent, they confirm that the packets 693

have not been altered. Otherwise, they broadcast protest packets 694

against the leader. The other neighbors will put the leader and 695

the protestor vehicle into the question table after receiving the 696

protest packet. Then, the opinion of the other neighbors is taken 697

into account. If the majority of vehicles regard the leader as 698

malicious, the record of the leader is moved to the distrust table, 699

as discussed by Yan et al. [9]. Otherwise, the records sent by the 700

leader are placed in the trust table (see Fig. 8). 701

2) Authentication and Confidentiality: To provide authenti- 702

cation and confidentiality, we propose a geographic location- 703

based security mechanism to ensure physical security on top 704

of conventional methods. Messages are encrypted with a ge- 705

ographic location key that specifies a decryption region. This 706

provides physical security because a vehicle has to be physi- 707

cally present in the decryption region to decrypt ciphertext en- 708

crypted with this geographic location key. As an example, Fig. 9 709

shows a shaded square that is a location-based security region. 710

Sender vehicle a specifies the region, creates the location key, 711

encrypts the message, and sends ciphertext to vehicles in this 712
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region. Vehicles outside this region such as b, c, d, and e cannot713

decrypt the message. Only vehicle f can decrypt the message714

because it is physically inside the decryption region. Since the715

decryption region can be dynamically specified, attacks are716

extremely expensive and difficult to mount.717

C. Configuring Security Strategies718

It is important to allow the VC to dynamically configure the719

security protocols and to independently replace security strate-720

gies. We will start with the configuration of security protocols721

and then describe an intelligent task management method.722

1) More Vehicles Involved, More Secure Cloud Needed: The723

cloud will provide vehicles a single system image that is trans-724

parent of details of security scheme changes. As vehicles are725

dynamically moving in and out of a cell, the security protocols726

of a cell in its virtual machine need to be dynamically adjusted.727

We observe the fact that the more vehicles are involved, the728

more secure and the stricter a protocol should be. Similar facts729

can be found in daily life. Airports are often crowded, and730

security is often stricter than that in many other places. Events731

such as football games, auto races, and air shows often attract732

more people, as well as more policemen who patrol the area733

more often to ensure the security of attendees.734

Therefore, it is important to know the expected volume of735

vehicles at any time to dynamically switch security protocols.736

We are interested in the following problem to evaluate the737

expected number of vehicles at any given time. Consider a cell738

with finite capacity N . At time t = 0, the cell contains n0 ≥ 0739

cars. After that, cars arrive and depart at time-dependent rates,740

as described next. If the cell contains k, (0 ≤ k ≤ N) cars at741

time t, then the car arrival rate αk(t) is742

αk(t) =
N − k

N
λ(t)

and the car departure rate βk(t) is743

βk(t) = kμ(t)

where, for all t ≥ 0, λ(t) and μ(t) are integrable on [0, t]. It is744

worth noting that both αk(t) and βk(t) are functions of both t745

and k. In particular, it may well be the case that, for t1 �= t2,746

αk(t1) �= αk(t2), and similarly for βk(t1) and βk(t2), giving a747

mathematical expression to the fact that, at different times of748

the day, for example, the departure rate depends on not only the749

number of cars present in the cell but on the time-dependent750

factors as well.751

Consider the counting process {X(t)|t ≥ 0} of continuous752

parameter t, where, for every positive integer k, (1 ≤ k ≤ N),753

the event {X(t) = k} occurs if the cell contains k, cars at754

time t. We let Pk(t) denote the probability that the event755

{X(t) = k} occurs. In other words756

Pk(t) = Pr [{X(t) = k}] .

In addition to Pk(t), of interest are the expected number757

E[X(t)] and the variance V ar[X(t)] of the number of cars758

in the cell at time t > 0, as well as the limiting behavior of 759

these parameters as t → ∞, whenever such a limit exists and/or 760

makes sense. 761

To make the mathematical derivations more manageable, we 762

set Pk(t) = 0 for k < 0 and k > N . Thus, Pk(t) is well defined 763

for all integers k ∈ (−∞,∞) and for all t ≥ 0. In particular, the 764

assumption about the cell containing n0 cars at t = 0 translates 765

into Pk(0) = 1 if k = n0 and 0 otherwise. 766

Let t, (t ≥ 0), be arbitrary, and let h be sufficiently small 767

such that, in the time interval [t, t+ h], the probability of two 768

or more arrivals or departures, or of a simultaneous arrival and 769

departure, is o(h). With h chosen as stated, the probability 770

Pk(t+ h) that the cell contains k, (0 ≤ k ≤ N) cars at time 771

t+ h has three components. 772

1) Pk(t)[1 − h(N − k/N)λ(t)− khμ(t) + o(h)]. 773

2) Pk−1(t)[h(N − k + 1/N)λ(t) + o(h)]. 774

3) Pk+1(t)[(k + 1)hμ(t) + o(h)]. 775

Here, by assumption, Pk = 0 for k < 0 and k > N . 776

The expression of probability Pk(t) can be derived by 777

Pk(t) = 1 − e−h(t)

t∫
0

μ(u)eh(u)du

where 778

h(x) =

x∫
0

[
λ(s)

N
+ μ(s)

]
ds.

We can write the linearity of expectation as 779

E [X(t)] = e−h(t)

⎡
⎣n0 +

t∫
0

λ(u)eh(u)du

⎤
⎦ .

D. Enhancing Scalability of Security Schemes 780

When vehicle population increases in a certain area, not only 781

the scalability of the VC but also the scalability of security 782

schemes becomes a tough problem. In our cloud model, the 783

scalability of the security scheme can be enhanced by a virtual 784

machine division algorithm, a highly scalable algorithm. When 785

the number of access of a virtual machine grows sufficiently 786

large, compared to an empirical threshold, the virtual machines 787

(as a super-VM) will divide itself into multiple subvirtual ma- 788

chines (as sub-VMs). Each virtual machine will obtain the same 789

amount of resources as the original super VM. The middleware 790

of the super VM can randomly forward request to subvirtual 791

machines to load balance. The middleware of the super VM also 792

caches the most recently accessed and frequent information. 793

It caches and executes information such as frequently asked 794

questions (FAQs) and answers. If access from a vehicle hits 795

the FAQ, the middleware directly sends back the answer. If the 796

access misses the FAQ, the middleware then forwards access to 797

a relatively idle VM. This can further reduce the workload of 798

sub-VMs (see Fig. 10). 799
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Fig. 10. Virtual machine can be divided into multilayers of VMs. Each layer
is composed by multiple VMs. The middleware can also be deployed with a
cache of frequently accessed information.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS800

In this paper, we have addressed the security challenges of a801

novel perspective of VANETs, i.e., taking VANETs to clouds.802

We have first introduced the security and privacy challenges803

that VC computing networks have to face, and we have also804

addressed possible security solutions. Although some of the805

solutions can leverage existing security techniques, there are806

many unique challenges. For example, attackers can physi-807

cally locate on the same cloud server. The vehicles have high808

mobility, and the communication is inherently unstable and809

intermittent. We have provided a directional security scheme to810

show an appropriate security architecture that handles several,811

not all, challenges in VCs. In future work, we will investigate812

the brand-new area and design solutions for each individual813

challenge. Many applications can be developed on VCs. As814

future work, a specific application will need to analyze and815

provide security solutions.816

Extensive work of the security and privacy in VCs will817

become a complex system and need a systematic and synthetic818

way to implement intelligent transportation systems [32], [33].819

Only with joint efforts and close cooperation among different820

organizations such as law enforcement, government, the au-821

tomobile industry, and academics can the VC computing net-822

works provide solid and feasible security and privacy solutions.823
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Security Challenges in Vehicular Cloud Computing1

Gongjun Yan, Ding Wen, Stephan Olariu, and Michele C. Weigle2

Abstract—In a series of recent papers, Prof. Olariu and his3
co-workers have promoted the vision of vehicular clouds (VCs),4
a nontrivial extension, along several dimensions, of conventional5
cloud computing. In a VC, underutilized vehicular resources in-6
cluding computing power, storage, and Internet connectivity can7
be shared between drivers or rented out over the Internet to8
various customers. Clearly, if the VC concept is to see a wide9
adoption and to have significant societal impact, security and10
privacy issues need to be addressed. The main contribution of this11
work is to identify and analyze a number of security challenges12
and potential privacy threats in VCs. Although security issues have13
received attention in cloud computing and vehicular networks, we14
identify security challenges that are specific to VCs, e.g., challenges15
of authentication of high-mobility vehicles, scalability and single16
interface, tangled identities and locations, and the complexity of17
establishing trust relationships among multiple players caused by18
intermittent short-range communications. Additionally, we pro-19
vide a security scheme that addresses several of the challenges20
discussed.21

Index Terms—Challenge analysis, cloud computing, privacy,22
security, vehicular cloud.23

I. INTRODUCTION24

IN AN effort to help their vehicles compete in the market-25

place, car and truck manufacturers are offering increasingly26

more potent onboard devices, including powerful computers,27

a large array of sensors, radar devices, cameras, and wireless28

transceivers. These devices cater to a set of customers that29

expect their vehicles to provide seamless extension of their30

home environment populated by sophisticated entertainment31

centers, access to Internet, and other similar wants and needs.32

Powerful onboard devices support new applications, including33

location-specific services, online gaming, and various forms of34

mobile infotainment [4].35

In spite of the phenomenal growth of third-party applications36

catering to the driving public, it has been recently noticed37

that, most of the time, the huge array of onboard capabili-38

ties are chronically underutilized. In a series of recent papers39

[1]–[3], Olariu and his co-workers have put forth the vision of40

vehicular clouds (VCs), a nontrivial extension of conventional41
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Fig. 1. Illustrating a security issue in VCs.

cloud computing, intended to harness the excess capabilities 42

in our vehicles. Vehicles and roadside infrastructure with idle 43

sophisticated onboard devices for long periods of time can be 44

recruited to form a VC. A VC can be formed on-the-fly by 45

dynamically integrating resources and collecting information. 46

Vehicles can access the cloud and obtain, at the right time and 47

the right place, all the needed resources and applications that 48

they need or want. 49

Obviously, security and privacy issues need to be addressed if 50

the VC concept is to be widely adopted. Conventional networks 51

attempt to prevent attackers from entering a system. However, 52

in VC, all the users, including the attackers, are equal. The 53

attackers and their targets may be physically colocated on one 54

machine. The attackers can utilize system loopholes to reach 55

their goals, such as obtaining confidential information and 56

tampering with the integrity of information and the availability 57

of resources. Fig. 1 shows one possible example of tampering 58

with the integrity of information in the case of a road accident. 59

Imagine that an accident has occurred at an intersection, and 60

the accident will be reported to the VC. The driver liable for the 61

accident can invade the VC and modify the accident record. 62

Later, when the law enforcement or the vehicle insurance 63

company query the accident, they cannot link the accident to 64

the driver who caused it. 65

Superficially, the security issues encountered in VCs may 66

look deceivingly similar to those experienced in other networks. 67

However, a more careful analysis reveals that many of the 68

classic security challenges are exacerbated by the characteristic 69

features of VCs to the point where they can be construed as 70

VC-specific. For example, the high mobility of vehicles is apt to 71

cause significant challenges related to managing authentication, 72

authorization, and accountability since the vehicles commu- 73

nicate through short-range dedicated short-range communica- 74

tions (DSRC) transceivers [5]. Vehicular mobility and tangled 75

identities and locations also cause significant challenges of 76

1524-9050/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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privacy [6]. Employing pseudonyms [7] is a common solution,77

but the high mobility makes the task of updating pseudonyms78

quite difficult.79

The two main contributions of this work are to identify and80

analyze security challenges and privacy threats that are VC81

specific and to propose a reasonable security framework that82

addresses some of the VC challenges identified in this paper.83

II. STATE OF THE ART84

The security challenges in VC are a new, exciting, and85

unexplored topic. Vehicles will be autonomously pooled to86

create a cloud that can provide services to authorized users.87

This cloud can provide real-time services, such as mobile88

analytic laboratories, intelligent transportation systems, smart89

cities, and smart electric power grids. Vehicles will share the90

capability of computing power, Internet access, and storage to91

form conventional clouds. These researchers have only focused92

on providing a framework for VC computing, but as already93

mentioned, the issue of security and privacy has not yet been94

addressed in the literature. As pointed out by Hasan [8], cloud95

security becomes one of the major barriers of a widespread96

adoption of conventional cloud services. Extrapolating from the97

conclusions of [8], we anticipate that the same problems will be98

present in VCs.99

Recently, vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) security and100

privacy have been addressed by a large number of papers.101

Yan et al. [9], [10] proposed active and passive location security102

algorithms. Radar can be employed as a “virtual eye,” and103

onboard radar can detect the location of vehicles. Public Key104

Infrastructure (PKI) and digital signature-based methods have105

been well explored in VANETs [11]. A certificate authority106

(CA) generates public and private keys for nodes. The purpose107

of digital signature is to validate and authenticate the sender.108

The purpose of encryption is to disclose the content of messages109

only to entitled users. PKI is a method that is well suited for se-110

curity purposes, particularly for roadside infrastructure. GeoEn-111

crypt in VANETs has been proposed by Yan et al. [12]. Their112

idea is to use the geographic location of a vehicle to generate113

a secret key. Messages are encrypted with the secret key, and114

the encoded texts are sent to receiving vehicles. The receiving115

vehicles must be physically present in a certain geographic116

region specified by the sender to be able to decrypt the message.117

Recently, some attention has been devoted to the general se-118

curity problem in clouds, although not associated with vehicular119

networks [13]. The simple solution is to restrict access to the120

cloud hardware facilities. This can minimize risks from insiders121

[14]. Santos et al. [15] proposed a new platform to achieve trust122

in conventional clouds. A trust coordinator maintained by an123

external third party is imported to validate the entrusted cloud124

manager, which makes a set of virtual machines (VMs) such as125

Amazon’s E2C (i.e., Infrastructure as a Service, IaaS) available126

to users. Garfinkel et al. [16] proposed a solution to prevent the127

owner of a physical host from accessing and interfering with128

the services on the host. Berger et al. [17] and Murray et al.129

[18] adopted a similar solution. When a VM boots up, system130

information such as the basic input output system (BIOS), sys-131

tem programs, and all the service applications is recorded, and132

a hash value is generated and transmitted to a third-party Trust 133

Center. For every period of time, the system will collect system 134

information of the BIOS, system programs, and all the service 135

applications and transmit the hash value of system information 136

to the third-party Trust Center. The Trust Center can evaluate 137

the trust value of the cloud. Krautheim [19] also proposed 138

a third party to share the responsibility of security in cloud 139

computing between the service provider and client, decreasing 140

the risk exposure to both. Jensen et al. [20] stated technical 141

security issues of using cloud services on the Internet access. 142

Wang et al. [21], [22] proposed public-key-based homomorphic 143

authenticator and random masking to secure cloud data and 144

preserve privacy of public cloud data. The bilinear aggregate 145

signature has been extended to simultaneously audit multiple 146

users. Ristenpart et al. [23] presented experiments of locating 147

co-residence of other users in cloud VMs. 148

III. VEHICULAR CLOUDS: PARADIGM SHIFT 149

A. Conceptual Overview 150

1) Cloud Computing: In recent years, cloud computing and 151

its myriad applications that promise to change the way we think 152

about computing and data storage have received a huge amount 153

of attention. Cloud users do not need to install expensive hard- 154

ware and software on their local machine. They can subscribe 155

and use both hardware and software as a service when they 156

want to use it. In addition, fees are charged based on the usage 157

of the service. The users can access these services through 158

Internet browsers, and no expensive client terminals are needed. 159

Service providers can make good use of excess capabilities on 160

the server side including processors, storage, and sensors that 161

can be used to provide services to clients. 162

2) VANET: In VANETs, the vehicles communicate with 163

each other and/or with the roadside infrastructure using the 164

Federal Communications Commission-mandated DSRC [24], 165

restricting the transmission range to 300–1000 m. There are 166

two types of VANET networks: the zero-infrastructure and the 167

infrastructure-based VANET. The zero-infrastructure VANET 168

is created on-the-fly. There are many challenging security and 169

privacy problems because no infrastructure is used for authenti- 170

cation and authorization. The infrastructure-based VANET can 171

be formed based on the roadside infrastructure. The infrastruc- 172

ture can act as wireless access points for authentication and 173

authorization purposes. By the same token, the vehicles can use 174

the infrastructure to report events and to exchange information. 175

3) VCs: Similar to VANETs, there are two types of VCs. 176

In the first type called Infrastructure-based VC, drivers will 177

be able to access services by network communications in- 178

volving the roadside infrastructure. In the second type called 179

Autonomous VC (AVC) [2], vehicles can be organized on-the- 180

fly to form VC in support of emergencies and other ad hoc 181

events. 182

VCs provide services at three levels, i.e., application, plat- 183

form, and infrastructure. Service providers use the levels dif- 184

ferently based on what and how the services are offered. The 185

fundamental level is called Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), 186

where infrastructure such as computing, storage, sensing, 187
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communicating devices, and software are created as VMs. The188

next level is Platform as a Service (PaaS), where components189

and services (such as httpd, ftpd, and email server) are provided190

and configured as a service. The top level is called Software as191

a Service (SaaS), where applications are provided in a “pay-as-192

you-go” fashion.193

VCs provide a cost-efficient way to offer comprehensive194

services. For example, a cheaper vehicle with network access195

can access a VM with strong computation, communication,196

sensing capability, and large storage. Many applications such as197

traffic news, road conditions, or intelligent navigation systems198

can be provided by a VM [25].199

B. Potential Applications of VC Computing200

In this section, we review several possible applications201

of VCs.202

1) Vehicle maintenance: Vehicles receive software updates203

from cloud whenever vehicle manufacturers upload a new204

version of software.205

2) Traffic management: Drivers can receive traffic status206

reports (e.g., congestion) from VCs.207

3) Road condition sharing: Road conditions such as flood-208

ing areas and black ice on the roadway can be shared209

in VCs. Drivers will be alerted if there are serious road210

conditions.211

4) Accident alerts at intersections: Under demanding driv-212

ing conditions such as fog, heavy storm, snow, and213

black ice, drivers can order this service to alert them of214

possible accidents at intersections. Infrastructure, e.g., a215

tall building, can include high-precision radar to detect216

car accidents. This infrastructure will cover the whole217

intersection and frequently scan the intersection. An in-218

telligent algorithm will be applied to each scan result to219

predict the possibility of accidents.220

5) Safety applications: Applications related to life-critical221

scenarios such as collision avoidance and adaptive cruise222

control require strong security protection, even from sur-223

rounding environmental security threats.224

6) Intelligent parking management: Vehicles will be able225

to book a parking spot using the VC. All the parking226

information will be available on clouds without central227

control. Requests from different physical places can be228

transferred to the most desired parking lots.229

7) Planned evacuations: In some disasters such as a hurri-230

canes and tsunamis, VCs will be instrumental in orga-231

nized evacuations.232

IV. ANALYZING SECURITY IN A VEHICULAR CLOUD233

In this section, we introduce a set of security analyses that234

are specially associated with VCs.235

A. Security and Privacy Attacks in VC236

1) Attacker Model: Traditional security systems are often237

designed to prevent attackers from entering the system. How-238

ever, security systems in the VC have a much harder time239

keeping attackers at bay, because multiple service users with 240

high mobility can share the same physical infrastructure. In 241

the VC environment, an attacker can equally share the same 242

physical machine/infrastructure as their targets, although both 243

of them are assigned to different VMs. To this point, attackers 244

can have more advantages than the attackers on traditional 245

systems. In addition, the attackers are physically moving from 246

place to place as vehicles are mobile nodes. It is much harder to 247

locate the attackers. 248

The main targets of an attacker are given as follows: 249

1) confidentiality, such as identities of other users, valuable 250

data and documents stored on the VC, and the location of 251

the VMs, where the target’s services are executing; 252

2) integrity, such as valuable data and documents stored on 253

the VC, executable code, and result on the VC; 254

3) availability, such as physical machines and resources, 255

privileges, services, and applications. 256

One possible form of attack is given below: 257

1) Find the geographic location of the target vehicle and 258

physically move close the target machine; 259

2) Narrow down the possible areas where the target user’s 260

services are executing by mapping the topology of VC; 261

3) Launch multiple experimental accesses to the cloud, and 262

find out if the target user is currently on the same VM; 263

4) Request the services on the same VM where the target 264

user is on; 265

5) Use system leakage to obtain higher privilege to collect 266

the assets [23]. 267

Due to the features of the VC, there are several challenges 268

for attackers as well. High mobility of vehicles is like a 269

double-edged sword. It makes it hard for attackers to harm 270

a specific target vehicle. First, the vehicle’s access of each 271

virtual machine can be transitory as vehicles constantly move 272

from one district to another one, if each district is associated 273

with a virtual machine. Additionally, attackers need to locate 274

on which machine/infrastructure a specific target is located 275

because all users in the VC are distributed on virtual machines. 276

However, it is possible to locate the co-residence of other users. 277

Experiments have been done to catch and compare the memory 278

of processors, and users can find co-residence in the same 279

physical machine [23]. Third, the attackers must be physically 280

co-located with the target user on the same physical machines. 281

This will require attackers to be physically present at the 282

same region with the target vehicles or shadow with the target 283

vehicles at the same speed. These challenges make attacking 284

extremely difficult because coexistence is hard to achieve and 285

is temporary. Finally, the attackers have to collect valuable 286

information with certain privileges or with security tokens. 287

2) Threats: The threats in the VC can be classified using 288

STRIDE [26]: a system developed by Microsoft for classifying 289

computer security threats. The threat categories are given here. 290

1) Spoofing user identity: The attackers pretend to be an- 291

other user to obtain data and illegitimate advantages. 292

One classic example is the “man-in-the-middle attack,” 293

in which the attackers pretend to be Bob when com- 294

municating with Alice and pretend to be Alice when 295
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communicating with Bob. Both Alice and Bob will send296

decryptable messages to the attackers.297

2) Tampering: The attackers alter data and modify and forge298

information.299

3) Repudiation: The attackers manipulate or forge the iden-300

tification of new data, actions, and operations.301

4) Information disclosure: The attackers uncover personally302

identifiable information such as identities, medical, legal-303

ity, finance, political, residence and geographic records,304

biological traits, and ethnicity.305

5) Denial of Service: The attackers mount attacks that con-306

sume system resources and make the resources unavail-307

able to the intended users.308

6) Elevation of privilege: The attackers exploit a bug, system309

leakage, design flaw, or configuration mistake in an oper-310

ating system or software application to obtain elevated311

access privilege to protected resources or data that are312

normally protected from normal users.313

B. Authentication of High-Mobility Nodes314

Security authentication in the VC includes verifying user315

identity and message integrity. To conduct authentication, there316

are some metrics that can be adopted [27].317

1) Ownership: A user owns some unique identity (e.g.,318

identity card, security token, and software token).319

2) Knowledge: A user knows some unique things [e.g.,320

passwords, personal identification number and human321

challenge response (i.e., security questions)].322

3) Biometrics: These include the signature, face, voice, and323

fingerprint.324

However, it is challenging to authenticate vehicles due to325

high mobility. First, high mobility makes it hard to authen-326

ticate messages with a location context. For example, acci-327

dent alert message associated with locations and events at328

a specified time are hard to verify because the locations of329

vehicles are constantly changing. Second, high mobility and330

a short transmission range may result in the recipient being331

out of reach. It is likely that a vehicle at the border of access332

point can change its access point when the authentication333

message is transmitted back. Third, the security token (secu-334

rity key pairs) is hard update. Some vehicles can even park335

for years without starting a single time. These situations will336

make the updating tasks of the security token significantly337

difficult.338

In addition, it is challenging to authenticate a vehicle’s or339

driver’s identity in the VC. To protect privacy, these identities340

are often replaced by pseudonyms. The authentication of iden-341

tity can be complex and makes Sybil attacks possible [28].342

C. Establishing Trust Relationships343

Trust is one of the key factors in any secure system. A trust344

relationship can exist in several ways. The network service345

providers and the vehicle drivers have access to trust. There will346

be a large number of government agents, e.g., the Department347

of Motor Vehicles (DMV) and the Bureau of Motor Vehicles348

(BMV) are trusted organizations. The relationship between the349

BMV and vehicle drivers is identity uniqueness and legitimacy.350

Fig. 2. Vehicles often communicate through multihop routing. A request
response will include multiple participants, including users, infrastructure,
servers, platform, application, and key generator and privacy agent.

However, the large population of vehicles creates challenges to 351

building trust relationships to all the vehicles at any time. There 352

will be occasional exceptions. In addition, drivers are increas- 353

ingly concerned about their privacy. Tracking vehicles/drivers 354

will cause worries in most cases. As a result, pseudonyms 355

are often applied to vehicles. On the other hand, a certain 356

level of trust of identity is needed. Some applications such as 357

accident reliability investigation by law enforcement or insur- 358

ance companies require the driver’s identity to be responsible 359

for accidents. Therefore, we assume that a low level of trust 360

relationship exists in VANETs. To obtain a high-level trust 361

relationship, the security scheme discussed in Section IV needs 362

to be executed. 363

In VCs, it is far more challenging to build trust relationships 364

than in vehicular networks and conventional cloud computing. 365

Fig. 2 shows an example of multiple participants in a VC. The 366

VC is often based on DSRC. Many applications need multi- 367

hop routing, with multiple nodes involved in communication. 368

Therefore, the VC has inherited the challenge of establishing 369

trust relationships among multiple vehicles, roadside infrastruc- 370

ture, service providers, network channels, and even the secret 371

key generator. 372

In this paper, we assume that the VC cloud infrastructure is 373

trusted, the VC service providers are trusted, the vast majority 374

of VC users are trustworthy, and the attackers have the same 375

privileges as normal users. 376

D. Location Validation and Pseudonymization 377

Most, if not all, VC applications rely on accurate location 378

information. Therefore, location information must be validated. 379

There are two approaches to validate location information: 380

active and passive. Vehicles or infrastructure with radar (or 381

camera, etc.) can perform active location validation. Radar 382

input can be used to validate location information. Vehicles 383

or infrastructure without radar, or in a situation where radar 384

detection is not possible, can validate location information by 385

applying statistical methods [9], [29]. 386
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A vehicle’s identity is often tangled with owner’s identity.387

Because of legal and insurance issues, a vehicle’s unique388

identity (such as vehicle identity number, Internet Protocol389

address, and hostname) is often linked to the owner’s identity.390

Therefore, tracking a vehicle can often invade its owner’s391

privacy. To protect privacy, one can replace vehicular identity392

by a pseudonym. The real identity can only be discovered393

by the Pseudonymization Service Center, which is a secured394

and trusted entity. The pseudonym is subject to timeout. After395

expiration, a new pseudonym will be assigned. Digital license396

plates (DLPs) or electronic license plates, which are a wireless397

device periodically broadcasting a unique identity string, have398

been proposed. Temporary public keys as DLPs can protect399

privacy and can be broadcast [11].400

E. Scalability401

Security schemes for VCs must be scalable to handle a402

dynamically changing number of vehicles. Security schemes403

must handle not only regular traffic but special traffic as well,404

e.g., the large volume of traffic caused by special events (e.g.,405

football games, air shows, etc.)406

The dynamics of traffic produces dynamic demands on se-407

curity. For example, imagine a downtown area with several408

supermarkets and stores that take orders from vehicles in traffic,409

complete with credit card information. To protect credit card410

information, comprehensive cryptographic algorithms must be411

applied. However, the comprehensive algorithms decrease the412

efficiency of communication response time. Therefore, better413

algorithms and, perhaps, less comprehensive security schemes414

are needed to speed up the response time.415

F. Single-User Interface416

Single-user access interface is another challenge to VCs.417

When the number of service accesses in a cloud increases,418

the number of VMs that provide the service will increase419

to guarantee quality of service. More VMs will be created420

and assigned. With the increase in VMs, security concerns421

grow as well. When the number of service accesses decreases,422

the number of VMs that provide the service will decrease to423

improve resource utilization. Some VMs will be destroyed and424

recycled. These procedures are transparent to vehicles. Vehicles425

only see one access interface and do not need to know the426

changing of VMs. To achieve scalability, a simple solution is427

to clone and expand the service in a different cloud. However, a428

single interface obviously makes scalability even more difficult.429

G. Heterogeneous Network Nodes430

Conventional cloud computing and fixed networks often have431

homogeneous end users. As it turns out, vehicles have a large432

array of (sometimes) vastly different onboard devices. Some433

high-end vehicles have several advanced devices, including434

a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, one or more435

wireless transceivers, and onboard radar devices. In contrast,436

some economy models have only a wireless transceiver. Some437

other vehicles have different combinations of GPS receivers,438

wireless transceivers, and radar. Different vehicle models have 439

different device capabilities such as speed of processor, volume 440

of memory, and storage. These heterogeneous vehicles as net- 441

work nodes create difficulties to adapting security strategies. 442

For example, PKI encryption and decryption algorithms will 443

require vehicles to meet certain hardware conditions. 444

H. VC Messages 445

1) Safety Messages: The initial motivation of VANET was 446

the dissemination of traffic safety messages. Based on the 447

emergency level, there are three types of safety messages. 448

1) Level one: public traffic condition information. Vehicles 449

exchange traffic information (e.g., traffic jam) that indi- 450

rectly affects other vehicles’ safety, e.g., a traffic jam in- 451

creases the likelihood of accidents. This type of message 452

is not sensitive to communication delay, but privacy needs 453

to be protected. 454

2) Level two: cooperative safety messages. Vehicles ex- 455

change messages in cooperative accident avoidance ap- 456

plications. These messages are often time critical, and 457

privacy needs to be protected. 458

3) Level three: liability messages. After accidents happen, 459

there will be liability messages generated by law en- 460

forcement authorities. These messages contain important 461

evidence for liability claims and are bonded by a certain 462

time range. Privacy information is naturally protected. 463

A common format of safety messages is timestamp, ge- 464

ographic location, speed, percentage of speed change since 465

the last message, direction, acceleration, and percentage of 466

acceleration change since last message. The safety message 467

will append information such as public traffic condition and 468

accidents. The appended message can help determine liability. 469

Driver identity information is not necessary to be part of the 470

safety message. Pseudonyms can be applied to protect the 471

driver’s identity. The signature of the safety message can be 472

described as follows: Following the ElGamal signature scheme 473

[30], we define three parameters. 474

1) H: a collision-free hash function; 475

2) p: a large prime number that will ensure that computing 476

discrete logarithms modulo p is very difficult; 477

3) g < p: a randomly chosen generator out of a multiplica- 478

tive group of integers modulo p. 479

Each vehicle has long-term PKI public/private key pairs: 480

• private key: S; 481

• public key: 〈g, p, T 〉, where T = gS mod p. 482

It should be noted that a message m can be combined as 483

m|T , where T is the timestamp. The timestamp can ensure the 484

freshness of the message. For each message m to be signed, 485

three steps are followed. 486

1) Generate a per-message public/private key pair of Sm 487

(private) and Tm = gSm mod p (public). 488

2) Compute the message digest dm = H(m|Tm) and the 489

message signature X = Sm + dmS mod (p− 1), where 490

mod is the modulo operation and | is the concatenation 491

operator. 492

3) Send m, Tm, and X . 493
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To verify the message, three steps are followed.494

1) Compute the message digest dm = H(m|Tm).495

2) Compute Y1 = gX and Y2 = TmT dm .496

3) Compare Y1 = Y2. If Y1 = Y2, then the signature is497

correct.498

The reason is499

Y1=gX =gSm+dmS=gSmgdmS=TmgSdm =TmT dm =Y 2.

2) Confidential Messages: To ensure the confidentiality of500

a sensitive message, the message will be both signed and501

encrypted. Suppose that vehicle A sends a sensitive message m502

to vehicle B. Each vehicle has its own PKI public/private key503

pairs. Thinking of the overhead of PKI processing time, we can504

adapt a symmetric encryption algorithm. However, to exchange505

a secret key, we still need to use PKI support. The handshake of506

exchanging the secret key is defined as follows:507

A → B : B|K|TpubB
, SigB|K|TpriA

where A and B are the identities of vehicles A and B, respec-508

tively; K is the secret key shared by A and B; m is the sensitive509

message; T is the timestamp; pubB is the public key of B; and510

priA is the private key of A.511

Once A and B both know the secret key K, they can512

communicate by using a well-known message authentication513

code (MAC or HMAC). Hashing the sensitive message is done514

as follows:515

A ↔ B : m,MACKm.

There are potential problems with this approach. As a draw-516

back of symmetric encryption, nonrepudiation (i.e., integrity517

and origin of data) cannot be ensured, although the likelihood518

of data being surreptitiously changed is extremely low. This519

is a compromise solution between efficiency and security. To520

achieve a higher level of security for sensitive messages, one521

can apply active security mechanisms [9] or adopt PKI en-522

cryption at the cost of losing a certain amount of efficiency. In523

multihop networks, the key handshake in this scheme does not524

scale well in zero-infrastructure VANET, but it can scale well525

with the aid of roadside infrastructure.526

I. Key Management527

1) Key Assignment and Rekeying: In VANETs, some or-528

ganizations can serve as CAs: governmental transportation529

authorities, vehicle manufacturers, or nonprofit organizations.530

Initially, a vehicle will receive a key pair from the manu-531

facturer or some governmental authority. Key assignment is532

on the basis of a unique ID with a certain expiration time.533

Upon expiration, the key pair has to be renewed at the local534

DMV/BMV. The renewal/expiration period can be the same535

period of vehicular state inspection, e.g., mandatory annual536

state inspection in many U.S. states.537

2) Key Verification: To verify key pairs, we assume that538

every vehicle trusts CAs and that CAs are tamper-proof. Key539

validation can be done at the CAs or sub-CAs. Let pubi of540

vehicle i be the public key issued by a CA j, i.e., CAj . Vehicle 541

i will have a certificate certi[pubi] assigned by CAj when CAj 542

assigns the public key. The process of validating public key will 543

compute the following certificate at CAj : 544

certi[pubi] = pubi|sigpriCAj
(pubi|IDCAj

)

where priCAj
is the private key of CAj , and IDCAj

is the iden- 545

tity of CAj . The idea is to sign the special message pubi|IDCAj
546

using the private key of CAj . The digital signature algorithm 547

has been discussed in Section IV-H1. 548

3) Key Revocation: Key revocation is an important and ef- 549

fective way to prevent attacks. There are certain cases when 550

key pairs will be exposed to attackers. It is obvious that an 551

exposed key pair needs to be disabled. One of the advantages 552

of PKI is that PKI can revoke a key pair. Vehicles will be 553

aware that the exposed key pair has been revoked and refuse 554

to communicate with vehicles with invalid key pairs. PKI uses 555

certificate revocation lists (CRLs) to revoke keys. CRLs include 556

a list of the most recently revoked certificates and are instantly 557

distributed to vehicles. In VANETs, the infrastructure can serve 558

as CRL distributors. 559

The CAs can revoke key pairs by using onboard tamper- 560

proof devices. Suppose that CAs want to revoke the key pairs 561

of vehicle V . CAs will send out the revoke message signed by 562

public key of V to the tamper-proof devices. After receiving 563

this revoking message, the tamper-proof device will validate 564

the message and revoke the key pairs. The tamper-proof device 565

will also send back an ACK to the CA to confirm the operation. 566

To improve communication between V and CA, the vehicle’s 567

location is retrieved to select the closest CA. If the latest 568

vehicle location failed to be retrieved, the last location will be 569

used to select the closest CA. In this case, the CA will use a 570

broadcasting message to revoke the key pairs. The broadcasting 571

message can be sent out by using several media such as FM, 572

Internet, and satellite. 573

To avoid attackers reporting other vehicles to CA to revoke 574

the key pairs of other vehicles, revocation will be triggered by 575

a certain number of neighboring vehicles. There is another risk 576

that attackers can launch planned attacks. For example, several 577

attackers can surround a well-behaved vehicle and report the 578

well-behaved vehicle as a misbehaving vehicle. Prevention of 579

this risk is very challenging. Due to the dynamics of traffic, it 580

is costly to launch such an attack. One possible solution is to 581

build behavior history records and credit the past behavior into 582

values, just like the bank credit system. A similar solution has 583

been discussed as Map History [9]. 584

V. RESEARCH APPROACH 585

In this section, we offer a first attempt to addressing several 586

of the challenges previously discussed. We begin by describ- 587

ing the two VC models, i.e., infrastructure- and ad-hoc-based 588

models. We then demonstrate algorithms to enhance authenti- 589

cation of high-mobility vehicles, configure customized security 590

schemes, and improve scalability of security schemes. 591
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Fig. 3. Downtown area partitioned into cells, each mapped to a virtual
machine.

A. The Cloud Model592

The cloud in this proposal is associated with a number of593

grids. A city or a traffic area is partitioned into grids. The grid594

size is predefined, e.g., 700 m2 and with two GPS coordinates.595

The grid of a city is shown in Fig. 3. Each cell is associated596

with a virtual machine in the cloud. The virtual machine can597

dynamically request resources from cloud. For example, when598

the grid is congested, the corresponding virtual machine will re-599

quest more communicating, storage, and computing resources.600

The cloud will be able to borrow these resources from the idle601

virtual machine, which is associated with sparse traffic grid.602

Therefore, the traffic of the whole city can be mapped to the603

cloud.604

This cloud model provides high capability in customizing605

cloud services and the security scheme. For example, a down-606

town area is often queried about vacant parking spots and607

congestion status. The corresponding virtual machine can be608

specially configured and optimized in the smart parking and609

congestion control services. At a busy intersection, a collision-610

warning service can be specialized and optimized in the vir-611

tual machine. A possible solution is to collect and sort all612

the vehicles’ mobility information at the intersection. When613

vehicles are too close to each other by considering the headway614

distance and relative speed, the vehicles will receive an alarm615

from the cloud. Even cheaper cars that have no radar cruise616

control system can get benefits from the cloud collision warning617

system.618

What distinguishes vehicles from standard nodes in a con-619

ventional cloud is autonomy and mobility. Indeed, large num-620

bers of vehicles spend substantial time on the road and may621

Fig. 4. Vehicle node in a cell can communicate with a virtual machine that is
responsible for the cell.

Fig. 5. Vehicle node image is located on each individual vehicle.

be involved in dynamically changing situations; we argue that, 622

in such situations, the vehicles have the potential to cooper- 623

atively solve problems that would take a centralized system 624

an inordinate amount of time, rendering the solution useless 625

[2]. Vehicles automatically form a cloud by connecting vir- 626

tual cells, which can be a group of vehicles. Each virtual 627

cell is associated with a virtual machine in which vehicles 628

rent or contribute their spare computing, storage, and sensing 629

resource. The group of vehicles moves at almost the same 630

speed. Since vehicles are cloud constructors and cloud users, 631

all vehicles inside a cell can directly receive packets from each 632

other. A cell leader can be elected to communicate with other 633

clouds [9]. 634

1) Virtual Machines of VCs: This objective concerns how a 635

cloud is formed and how the service can be provided. We first 636

consider the basic modules of the VC and then introduce the 637

process of a service request and response. 638

The communication between a vehicle and the cloud is 639

through a unique entry. The cloud provides a single system 640

image to each individual virtual machine shown as Fig. 4. Each 641

vehicle has a node image, which includes hardware drivers, 642

operating system image, security system, and applications, as 643

shown in Fig. 5. When the applications of the vehicle send 644

a request to the cloud, the request will be forwarded to the 645

operating system and, then, the hardware (network driver). The 646

request will be sent by the wireless network and received by 647

the cloud single system image. The allocator of the cloud will 648

locate which virtual machine should be responsible for the 649

request and forward the request to the virtual machine. If the 650

request needs to access other virtual machines, e.g., to check 651

the traffic congestion status of a city in a remote state, the 652

virtual machine can communicate with other virtual machines 653

as well. 654
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Fig. 6. Cloud provides a single system image and is composed by a number
of virtual machines.

Fig. 7. Single virtual machine located in the cloud.

The VC is a single system image composed of a number of655

virtual machines. A single image can be created by a layer656

of middleware between the hardware manager system and a657

number of virtual machines, as shown in Fig. 6. The middle-658

ware is a cloud operating system and a platform to allocate659

a large number of virtual machines. Each virtual machine is660

composed of virtual hardware, virtual operating system image,661

virtual operating system platform, virtual security system, and662

virtual services, as shown in Fig. 7. The virtual hardware is663

composed of several real computers that virtually act as real664

hardware and provide the interface of the hardware. The virtual665

operating system image can be any current operating system,666

such as Linux/Unix or Windows. The virtual operating system667

platform includes not only the operating system but system668

applications such as web server and databases. The virtual669

security system is a set of complete security solutions, including670

hardware and software. The customized security protocols can671

be configured and replaced in this module. The virtual services672

are actual services that are configured for the related traffic673

area/grid.674

B. Securing VCs675

1) Trust Relationship: For infrastructure-based VC, trust676

relationships can be built by infrastructures that are constructed677

by authorities such as BMV/DMV or other transportation agen-678

cies. Infrastructure will be authenticated and assigned with679

security key pairs. Infrastructure stores the key pairs in tamper-680

proof devices. As shown in Fig. 2, vehicles communicate with681

Fig. 8. Trust relationship in AVCs can be built on the basis of a group of
vehicles. The behavior of a vehicle can be monitored by all members.

Fig. 9. Geographic location-based security mechanism. The shaded square is
the naval base. Only the vehicles in the shaded rectangle region (i.e., vehicle g
can decrypt and access the received ciphertext sent by vehicle a).

infrastructure as access point to the VC. The infrastructure is 682

sufficiently capable to handle large numbers of accesses in its 683

transmission range. The scalability of trust relationships can be 684

achieved because the infrastructure is connected to each other 685

by fixed networks. 686

For AVCs, trust relationships can be built as well. A cell 687

leader can be elected to represent the members in the cell to 688

communicate with other cells. For security reasons, the cell 689

leader is monitored by its neighbors. When the leader sends 690

and receives aggregated position packets, all the members in 691

the cell will compare the positions in the packets based on their 692

knowledge. By remaining silent, they confirm that the packets 693

have not been altered. Otherwise, they broadcast protest packets 694

against the leader. The other neighbors will put the leader and 695

the protestor vehicle into the question table after receiving the 696

protest packet. Then, the opinion of the other neighbors is taken 697

into account. If the majority of vehicles regard the leader as 698

malicious, the record of the leader is moved to the distrust table, 699

as discussed by Yan et al. [9]. Otherwise, the records sent by the 700

leader are placed in the trust table (see Fig. 8). 701

2) Authentication and Confidentiality: To provide authenti- 702

cation and confidentiality, we propose a geographic location- 703

based security mechanism to ensure physical security on top 704

of conventional methods. Messages are encrypted with a ge- 705

ographic location key that specifies a decryption region. This 706

provides physical security because a vehicle has to be physi- 707

cally present in the decryption region to decrypt ciphertext en- 708

crypted with this geographic location key. As an example, Fig. 9 709

shows a shaded square that is a location-based security region. 710

Sender vehicle a specifies the region, creates the location key, 711

encrypts the message, and sends ciphertext to vehicles in this 712
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region. Vehicles outside this region such as b, c, d, and e cannot713

decrypt the message. Only vehicle f can decrypt the message714

because it is physically inside the decryption region. Since the715

decryption region can be dynamically specified, attacks are716

extremely expensive and difficult to mount.717

C. Configuring Security Strategies718

It is important to allow the VC to dynamically configure the719

security protocols and to independently replace security strate-720

gies. We will start with the configuration of security protocols721

and then describe an intelligent task management method.722

1) More Vehicles Involved, More Secure Cloud Needed: The723

cloud will provide vehicles a single system image that is trans-724

parent of details of security scheme changes. As vehicles are725

dynamically moving in and out of a cell, the security protocols726

of a cell in its virtual machine need to be dynamically adjusted.727

We observe the fact that the more vehicles are involved, the728

more secure and the stricter a protocol should be. Similar facts729

can be found in daily life. Airports are often crowded, and730

security is often stricter than that in many other places. Events731

such as football games, auto races, and air shows often attract732

more people, as well as more policemen who patrol the area733

more often to ensure the security of attendees.734

Therefore, it is important to know the expected volume of735

vehicles at any time to dynamically switch security protocols.736

We are interested in the following problem to evaluate the737

expected number of vehicles at any given time. Consider a cell738

with finite capacity N . At time t = 0, the cell contains n0 ≥ 0739

cars. After that, cars arrive and depart at time-dependent rates,740

as described next. If the cell contains k, (0 ≤ k ≤ N) cars at741

time t, then the car arrival rate αk(t) is742

αk(t) =
N − k

N
λ(t)

and the car departure rate βk(t) is743

βk(t) = kμ(t)

where, for all t ≥ 0, λ(t) and μ(t) are integrable on [0, t]. It is744

worth noting that both αk(t) and βk(t) are functions of both t745

and k. In particular, it may well be the case that, for t1 �= t2,746

αk(t1) �= αk(t2), and similarly for βk(t1) and βk(t2), giving a747

mathematical expression to the fact that, at different times of748

the day, for example, the departure rate depends on not only the749

number of cars present in the cell but on the time-dependent750

factors as well.751

Consider the counting process {X(t)|t ≥ 0} of continuous752

parameter t, where, for every positive integer k, (1 ≤ k ≤ N),753

the event {X(t) = k} occurs if the cell contains k, cars at754

time t. We let Pk(t) denote the probability that the event755

{X(t) = k} occurs. In other words756

Pk(t) = Pr [{X(t) = k}] .

In addition to Pk(t), of interest are the expected number757

E[X(t)] and the variance V ar[X(t)] of the number of cars758

in the cell at time t > 0, as well as the limiting behavior of 759

these parameters as t → ∞, whenever such a limit exists and/or 760

makes sense. 761

To make the mathematical derivations more manageable, we 762

set Pk(t) = 0 for k < 0 and k > N . Thus, Pk(t) is well defined 763

for all integers k ∈ (−∞,∞) and for all t ≥ 0. In particular, the 764

assumption about the cell containing n0 cars at t = 0 translates 765

into Pk(0) = 1 if k = n0 and 0 otherwise. 766

Let t, (t ≥ 0), be arbitrary, and let h be sufficiently small 767

such that, in the time interval [t, t+ h], the probability of two 768

or more arrivals or departures, or of a simultaneous arrival and 769

departure, is o(h). With h chosen as stated, the probability 770

Pk(t+ h) that the cell contains k, (0 ≤ k ≤ N) cars at time 771

t+ h has three components. 772

1) Pk(t)[1 − h(N − k/N)λ(t)− khμ(t) + o(h)]. 773

2) Pk−1(t)[h(N − k + 1/N)λ(t) + o(h)]. 774

3) Pk+1(t)[(k + 1)hμ(t) + o(h)]. 775

Here, by assumption, Pk = 0 for k < 0 and k > N . 776

The expression of probability Pk(t) can be derived by 777

Pk(t) = 1 − e−h(t)

t∫
0

μ(u)eh(u)du

where 778

h(x) =

x∫
0

[
λ(s)

N
+ μ(s)

]
ds.

We can write the linearity of expectation as 779

E [X(t)] = e−h(t)

⎡
⎣n0 +

t∫
0

λ(u)eh(u)du

⎤
⎦ .

D. Enhancing Scalability of Security Schemes 780

When vehicle population increases in a certain area, not only 781

the scalability of the VC but also the scalability of security 782

schemes becomes a tough problem. In our cloud model, the 783

scalability of the security scheme can be enhanced by a virtual 784

machine division algorithm, a highly scalable algorithm. When 785

the number of access of a virtual machine grows sufficiently 786

large, compared to an empirical threshold, the virtual machines 787

(as a super-VM) will divide itself into multiple subvirtual ma- 788

chines (as sub-VMs). Each virtual machine will obtain the same 789

amount of resources as the original super VM. The middleware 790

of the super VM can randomly forward request to subvirtual 791

machines to load balance. The middleware of the super VM also 792

caches the most recently accessed and frequent information. 793

It caches and executes information such as frequently asked 794

questions (FAQs) and answers. If access from a vehicle hits 795

the FAQ, the middleware directly sends back the answer. If the 796

access misses the FAQ, the middleware then forwards access to 797

a relatively idle VM. This can further reduce the workload of 798

sub-VMs (see Fig. 10). 799
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Fig. 10. Virtual machine can be divided into multilayers of VMs. Each layer
is composed by multiple VMs. The middleware can also be deployed with a
cache of frequently accessed information.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS800

In this paper, we have addressed the security challenges of a801

novel perspective of VANETs, i.e., taking VANETs to clouds.802

We have first introduced the security and privacy challenges803

that VC computing networks have to face, and we have also804

addressed possible security solutions. Although some of the805

solutions can leverage existing security techniques, there are806

many unique challenges. For example, attackers can physi-807

cally locate on the same cloud server. The vehicles have high808

mobility, and the communication is inherently unstable and809

intermittent. We have provided a directional security scheme to810

show an appropriate security architecture that handles several,811

not all, challenges in VCs. In future work, we will investigate812

the brand-new area and design solutions for each individual813

challenge. Many applications can be developed on VCs. As814

future work, a specific application will need to analyze and815

provide security solutions.816

Extensive work of the security and privacy in VCs will817

become a complex system and need a systematic and synthetic818

way to implement intelligent transportation systems [32], [33].819

Only with joint efforts and close cooperation among different820

organizations such as law enforcement, government, the au-821

tomobile industry, and academics can the VC computing net-822

works provide solid and feasible security and privacy solutions.823
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